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Om and Shanti was all about creating a 
pet store branding with a yoga studio for 
its customers and pets, keeping in mind the 
concept behind the whole project which is 
yoga. The entire project comprises of a kit 
development which resembles a doghouse from 
the outside and comprises of 8 products. Apart 
from that, three dog chews, bath bombs and 
edible seeds containers have been designed. 

The biggest challenge was to create a store 
which can provide services for both the dogs 
and their owners. The design process included 
making of a logo, two business cards, three 
membership cards, a circular accordion 
pamphlet and invitation card to the opening of 
the brand-new store.

Each item in the kit, as well as the outside, had 
a different illustration of a hilarious dog posing 
and patterns were also illustrated in the same 
style around the entire container with respect to 
the flavour/ fragrance of the product. 

OM & SHANTI
Store Branding Case Study
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Concept Development

Elements and Patterns

Yoga Studio 

Pet Grooming

Pet Store

Om and Shanti provides affordable and down to earth 
training for dog owners and their canine and faline 

companions. Om and Shanti started with two rescued dog 
and cat, Om and Shanti repectively which turned into 

supply stores, training and spa centres.
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Process Work
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WHERE SPIRITUAL PALS MEET

Click here to see the sketchbook
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Logo Development
From sketches to different explorations to the final symplified logo. Dog and Cat Silouhette doing yoga poses. Wordmark consists of the 
name “Om” and “Shanti” who were the first rescue dogs. “Where Spiritual Pals Meet” Concept for this pet store is yoga and promotes 
harmony within animals and just like their owners, they are also spiritual.

https://issuu.com/yashitani16/docs/om_and_shanti_sketchbook_80a8d3b16f57ad
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Edible Seeds and Bath Bomb Packaging
Three different seeds - pumpkin, flax and chia had been packaged along with three different 
aromatic bathbomb (rosewood, cubeba and avacado). The choice of packaging was done on the 
basis of the use of each product. Bold typography  and color choices make the products stand out 
from the light background along with a diferent dog illustration on each one of them.
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Membership Cards
Three types of membership cards were designed using the same brand artwork 
and colors. The three types are for owners, for dogs and for both owners and 
dogs. Bold typography and distinct colors have been used to clearly indicate the 
type of card. Conceptual phrases like “Blissful Master” and “Holistic Clan“ have 
been used to bring together the idea of yoga studio and pet store to life.

Dog Treats
Three different treats - blueberry, cheese and carrot dog treats had been 
packaged with vertical illustrations on each jar to make the layout sensible.
A cohesive color palette of greens and blues have been used to make this 
feel like one set. Patterns of respective flavors have been illustrated to 
complete the front look.
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Umami means “fifth tasting bud”. It also means 
“delicious” in Japanese. This is a Green Tea Matcha 
making set, which consists of two types of green 
tea, a bamboo matcha spoon, a whisk, a ceramic 
bowl, cup and saucer, along with a coaster. 

Samurais used to drink this tea, before going to 
war to calm themselves down and to improve their 
ability to concentrate. To incorporate such a strong 
concept in tea was the biggest challenge. Hence, 
the phrase, “The strength of the Samurai”. Most 
tea branding are done showing how calming and 
relaxing tea can be. This one shows how energetic, 
alert and strong minded one becomes after 
consuming the Umami matcha tea.

The branding colors are kept black and red to show 
the aggressive strength of the Samurais and red is 
also a symbol of Japan, where the drink originally 
comes from. The names of each product have been 
kept as different war equipments.

UMAMI
Tea Packaging
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This project includes hardcover jacket designs for 
three books which covers the topic of imminent 
disaster phenomenons. These theoretical natural 
occurrences are destructive meteor showers, 
volcano eruptions and explosive gamma rays. 
This series is packaged in  a collectible to display 
the book set. 

How do we beautifully illustrate the end of the 
world? Through brainstorming and research, 
the design concept was based on the theme 
‘calculations’. Even though humans have come up 
with great technology, nature still overpowers. 
There are so many calculative predictions; 
however, there still lies a major chance of a 
sudden ending. 

The design solution consists of using 
mathematical drawings for the covers and a 
satellite-like look to the container. Flourescent 
colors on a black background along with the use 
of gradient textures have been used to show the 
exaggeration of the explosion.  

ALL THE WAY
TO THE END

Book Cover Design
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“Ouch!” is an illustrated book design about the 
power of reflexology to heal general health issues. 
This book was designed keeping in mind the 
youthfulness target audience of age range of 20’s 
to 40’s. 

Reflexology is a traditional method of treatment, 
which a lot of the young generation people can 
easily follow by pressing a point on their body.
 
By making this book like a mini reflexology 
dictionary to help users quickly get an image 
of pressure points, on the go. Color palette and 
illustrations are kept in a simple yet attractive 
solid vector styleusing bold colors to get more 
people attracted towards the book. Each 
topic starts off with a creative illustration and 
description, which continues to the next few pages 
showing the pressure point names and diagrams. 
Tips and tricks on how to achieve the result to its 
fullest potential are also given. 

OUCH!
Book Design 
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View Full Edition Here
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https://issuu.com/yashitani16/docs/jaiswal_yashi_book
https://issuu.com/yashitani16/docs/jaiswal_yashi_book




Cababy is a cab service which provides childcare 
and rides for babies. This application helps busy 
parents find drivers to drop their little ones to school 
or swimming class or a group ride with other babies. 
The drivers are not just drivers, but also babysitters 
and can take care of the kids before, after and 
during the ride.

The biggest challenge in creating this app was 
the interlinkng of the two interfaces : parents and 
the drivers. This project solves the limitations of 
traditional babysitting with entrusted technology. 

The app has two interfaces: one for the parents 
and the other for the drivers. All the drivers are 
comprehensively screen tested by a personal 
interview, driving records and finger printing. Parents 
can also keep track of the location of your baby with 
the app and also audio or video call them anytime. 
The user can also interview the driver before 
booking a ride!

CABABY
App Design CAB + BABY=CABABY
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View Prototype Here
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https://yashi597088.invisionapp.com/public/share/ZD142K495Q#screens/477455753
https://yashi597088.invisionapp.com/public/share/ZD142K495Q#screens/477455753


Watch Full Video Here

What are the most common dreams that we all 
have? The project started off as an interactive 
infographic with some animations and extended 
into a 2D Motion Video explaining the 9 most 
common dreams which occur to humans and 
their meaning behind it.

Part of the design challenge was to make the 
whole video in a creatively aesthetic manner yet 
covering all the information under a short time.  

The original illustrations begin with light colors 
on a darker background to imitate nighttime. 
The video starts off with the information of the 
5 stages of sleep and then goes on to the most 
common dreams. They are illustrated in a quirky 
manner to emphasize on the hilarious and 
strange side of the dreams. Each fact is to the 
point and is accompanied by a small animation 
to keep the user engaged.

DREAMS
Motion Graphics
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZYx6TRKdgJc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZYx6TRKdgJc
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This is a brochure design for uniquely luxurious 
beach side cottages with high end amenities 
which recognizes the importance of independence 
and personal choice and offer a variety of 
programs and services. This resort is located 
in Tofino and is created for people who love 
being outdoors, having fun and finding balance 
between body, mind and spirit. The targeted 
demographic is retired people.

The design challenge was to portray elder 
generation as young at heart without being 
negative in any way in order for the product to 
reach the perfect audience.

The layouts are peppered with photos showing 
singing, hopscotch, sailing paper boats, ice 
creams and sandcastles: these images evoke 
happy childhood memories. Using refreshing 
colors for illustrations done in a charming manner 
and coming up with imaginative copy which lures 
the buyers to become a kid once again.

HORIZON
Brochure Design

See Full Brochure Here
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Known as the Canada’s Musical Coast with 
clans of musicians and folk artists, Cape 
Breton is an island with a sea inside the 
island. The Sydney area is known for mining 
history and art. Ceilidh with music and 
dance is a famous tradition and the most 
famous music festival of Canada ‘Celtic 
Colors Festival’ happens here. A set of nine 
icons have been made, keeping in mind the 
concept of “Mining for experiences”. 

Incorporating mining and musical elements 
in the branding was a challenge faced. It 
was overcome by the use of a variety of 
symbols combined togther. Negative space 
has played a large part in the logo coming 
together. Grungy, rocky texture indicates the 
mining. A simple color palette of three colors 
have been kept.

CAPE BRETON
City Branding
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Final Logo

Color Palette

Typeface

Logo Development

The 
Musical 
Island

Steer through the Musical Nova sotia

The following are the three colors used 
in the making of the logo and the icons 
for the entire city branding project. The 
color palette is kept to the minimum, of 
only three colors which blend perfectly 
well together with each other. 

LEMONMILK LIGHT 
LEMONMILK LIGHT italic
LEMONMILK REGULAR
LEMONMILK Regular italic
LEMONMILK BOLD 

MADALI 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOP
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

NOVA SCOTIA
Mine For ExperiencesMining Cave Gravel Texture Letters C & B Guitar
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EXCAVATE 
THE ART

BURROW THROUGH
THE TUNNELS

DIG IN FOR 
CELTIC COLORS

UNEARTH THE
COASTAL TREASURES

EXPLORE
 THE ISLAND

GRAB A 
DIVINE NIBBLE  

TAKE IT
FOR A SPIN

TAKE
A SWING

TAKE A 
HIKE  

Three elements stay the same across the entire series. They are the island, the 
circular strokes with a yellow dot. The symbol of the island quite literally means 
the Cape Breton Island. The strokes symbolize the path of the sun, which is 
the yellow dot. The last element which changes across the series are the icons 
for each location standing on the platform (island) . The illustration style is 
completely vector, with a little bit of negative space in between each vector and 
some yellow strokes, keeping the empty space and width of strokes same in all of 
them so they look they are made in the same style.

City Icons


